
Google Nano



Google Nano
get weather updates

sense and pay for transportation fares instantly

access Google Broadcasts

download and use over 3 billion apps and cyborg-like enhancements

experience virtual and augmented reality in seamless views

earn money with little to no effort in AD Mode



Train approaching,
board for an ETA of 5 mins

Notify others attending
meeting?



600
calories

2
servings of vegetables

CAUTION
High temperature



30°F

Cold outside, 
consider wearing the fur

4
minutes remaining

for this task

Flight to LHR
departs in 

4
hours



Highly congested zone

AD Mode locked out 

Stress Level

High
consider treatment

at facility 5 minutes away



Viewing...
Roosevelt Island

Tram
Fare: Free Transfer

with AD Mode



LARGE AD

SMALL
AD
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SMALL AD

15 feet
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QUINTUPLE BURGER

MADE WITH REALTM MEAT



Miss the sun?
Enjoy it from your cubicle!

download TrueSun 
on the App Store today!



Ever wished you 
never had to read 
ever again?



 ke
ep

s y
ou aw

ake around the clock,twice!
Starbucks 

Caffeine IV

48 hours of energ
y!



got kale?



QUINTUPLE BURGER

MADE WITH REALTM MEAT

In the not-so-distant future, a fast food 
company comes out with not the triple 
decker burger, not the quadruple 
burger, but the quintuple burger.  It is 
five patties sandwiched between potato 
rolls decorated with oh-so-healthy 
sesame seeds with a spattering of 
bacon and light squares of American 
cheese.  These patties are made with 
RealTM Meat, which is questionably 
gluten free.  Approved by ‘Merica, I’m 
lovin’ it.



Miss the sun?
Enjoy it from your cubicle!

download TrueSun 
on the App Store today!

Days of working from sunrise to sunset 
getting you down?  No problem!  This 
app for Google Nano or equivalent 
Google Glass can help simulate that 
life-giving sunlight, and with the help of 
some Vitamin D supplements or 
injections, you won’t even need real 
sunlight!  Stimulating your brain into 
believing you are seeing the light of day 
is all you need to be a happier, 
healthier you!



got kale?
The “got milk?” campaign has got 
nothing on the “got kale” spinoff 
campaign.  Have you and your children 
been eating enough superfoods?  No?  
Better be careful, studies say not eating 
enough kale or superfoods in general 
will take 50 years off your life.  

Wait, you’re over 18 years old?  You’re 
basically on death’s door! get kale!



Ever wished you 
never had to read 
ever again?

This concerningly vague ad featuring a 
book being thrown into a trashcan 
brings up the rising issue of illiteracy in 
over-privileged people.  Due to 
easy-media in the form of Google 
Broadcasts, no one ever has to read 
articles, and with the possibly ethically 
questionable practice of downloading 
information straight to your brain via 
Nano, who needs books anyway?
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Starbucks 
Caffeine IV

48 hours of energ
y!

Caffeine is one of the most widespread 
and addictive substances in the world.  
Starbucks, with all of the 
pretentiousness of its reputation, 
releases Caffeine IV, which either 
means the fourth edition of caffeine, or 
literally caffeine being delivered 
intravenously.  One is particularly 
pretentious, the other horrifying in its 
own way.  48 hours of a purely caffeine 
induced sense of awakeness may not 
be healthy, but it surely is efficient for 
the workaholics in our lives.  


